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ABSTRACT
A theoretical analysis of the static and dynamic characteristics
of an entry vehicle utilizing the decoupled landing concept has been
conducted. A hypersonic arbitrary-body aerodynamic computer program
was used to determine the aerodynamics of the basic body. Three
R
theories were used and compared with data obtained for a Mach number
equal to nineteen. Several stabilizing devices were investigated to
determine which were the most effective in providing static stability.
W
To evaluate the lateral-directional handling qualities, a tE coupling
1P	 Wd
parameter along with the parameter ^_I were derived to be applicable
during hypersonic entry. Equations were also derived for determining
the contribution of the stabilizing: devices to the dynamic stability
derivatives. In the evaluation of the vehicle dynamic characteristics
linearized equations of motion for the longitudinal and lateral-
directional modes were used at several points along a maximum per-
formance trajectory. The parameters considered throughout the tra-
jectory were the period and the time to damp to one-half amplitude.
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IV INTRODUCTION
0
Several lifting entry vehicle studies at the Langley Research
17
	 Center have dealt with the design of an entry vehicle with a high
lift-to-drag ratio. However, to design such a vehicle, which will
be stable in hypersonic, supersonic, and subsonic flights generally
requires conflicting design criteria. The stability and control
devices required for subsonic and supersonic flight result in
hypersonic performance penalities. These compromises in perform-
ance make the high L/D requirement difficult to satisfy.
.
A means to eliminate this aerodynamic conflict is to optimize
the vehicle for the important hypersonic flight regime, with the
understanding that the vehicle will be assisted through the super-
sonic flight regime by some auxiliary device. A vehicle employing
this concept is called a "decoupled landing entry vehicle', due to
the hypersonic aerodynamics being "decoupled' from the supersonic-
subsonic aerodynamics (see reference 1). Employing the decoupled
landing concert permits the consideration of simpler shapes which
yield the highest, level of performance in the hypersonic regime.
The more prominent decoupled systems under study are the gliding
parachute with impact-attenuation systems, limp paaglider, auto-
rotative rotor, powered rotor, and sustained propulisive lift.
A semi-decoupled device under consideration would utilize the
subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of the vehicle by deploying
f
stowed wings.
1
2With the recent development of a hypersonic arbitrary-body
aerodynamic computer program, it is possible to theoretically obtain
a detailed hypersonic aerodynamic analysis of a complex body. In
addition to computing the static characteristics of the body, the
program will also compute the dynamic stability derivatives, using
Newtonian impact theory. These static and dynamic stability deriva-
tives, can then be used as impute for an analysis of the dynamic
characteristics of the vehicle. This enables a total analysis of a
system in a preliminary design stage.
a
	 The purpose of this investigation is to define the static and
dynamic characteristics of the Langley Research Center sponsered
DL-4 (decoupled Lander, number 4) entry vehicle. A Hypersonic ar-
bitrary-body aerodynamic computer program is used to determine the
aerodynamics of the basic body. Three theories are used and compared
with data obtained for Mach number e qual to nineteen. Several sta-
bilizing devices are investigated to determine which are the most
effective in providing static stability. To evaluate the lateral-
W
directional handling qualities, a -2 coupling parameter, along with the
d
parameter are derived to be applicable during hypersonic entry.
Equations are also derived for determining the contribution of the
stabilizing devices to the dynamic stability derivatives. In the
evaluation of the vehicle dynamic characteristics, linearized
equations of motion for the longitudional and lateral-directional
V	 modes are used at several points along a maximum performance
3trajectory. The parameters conei.dered throughout the tra-
jectory are the period and the time to damp to one-half amplitude.
i
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V.	 LIST. CF SYMBUS
b referenee span, feet
CA axial-farce coefficient, axi a
 ,farce
C D crag coefficient, drag
GL lift ecefficient, lift
C I rolling-moment coefficient, 	 gL
C oitching-moment coefficient, =--groSbm
C coefficient, norm, mal`qooS
Cn yawing-moment roefficient, 	 N b
C y
-
side-force coefficient, side force
goo
g acceleration due to gravity, ft. t/second2
1% 9 4.	 k unit vectrrs it x, ,y, z directions
i imaginary number,
Ix,I Y,I z Drincinal moments of inertiap slug-feet2
L rolling moment, foot/pounds
L'	 T L
ix
Lek 	 = IL-. -. k - o,	 r rp	 cr ba(Ik
L/D lift-drug ratio
I reference Length, feet
M oitchng moment, foot,/mounds
m vehicle mass, slugs
V ,yawing moment, foot/oounds
II 
.11k
	
- ak ; k = r, Pp p, or ba
unit surface normal (see Appendix B)
nxpny ,nz direction cosines cf l^
C order of magnitude
P period, seconds
D roll ing angular velocity, radians/second
q oitching angular velocity, radians/second
qw free-stream dynamic pressure, 7,/^ P Vim, pounds/foot2
r yawing angular velocity, radians/second
S body nrc,j ected avea, feet 
s Laplace coerotor
t l/2 time to damp to one-half amplitude, seconds
free-stream vel-rcity, feet/second
V00 unit free-stream velocity vector
VT unit, total velocity vector
Y, weight, pounds
Xc ,Yc ,Z c components of P , feet
XYZ body reference axis (see figure 3)
Y side force, pounds
Y'	 - Y
WOO
k
Y1 
B yl ,
ak; k = o, r, ^, or ba
a angle of attack, degree:
angle c, £ side slip , degrees
flight-path angle
b ailercn deflection (beR - b e0 v degrees
b e eleven deflection	 beg + beL , degrees
2
b eR deflection of right elevon, positive with trailing
edge down, degrees
b eL deflection of lift elevon, positive with trailing,
edge down, degrees
AA elemental surface area, feet 
67 elemental force vector, pounds
DM = It + M,j + NBC
E toe-in angle, degrees
roll-cut angle ) degrees
position vector (see Appendix B), feet
ra, free-stream air density, slugs/foot3
T roll time constant
A Newtonian angle (see Appendix B)
W
d undamped natural frequency of Dutch roll mode,
radians/second
W'P
undamped natural frequency of numerator quadratic
in aileron to rcll transfer function, radians/second
W
CD
	
steady-state rolling effectiveness parameter
Wd
damping ratio of numerator quadratic in roll to
aileron transfer function
11 low,	im
nDutch roll damning ratio
d
C Z 	= ac l , tier radianv a :gib
C	 =
Tv
—CO
 Baer radian
Z
r
b
a rbc v-)
C	 = aC Z , per degree
Z^
a^
C	 _ ac Z , per radian
Zba
aba
C ry+	 - ^m , per radian
q l 
2V a
C m	 r ^C m, per radian
a as
C	 = aGm , per radian
Mb F 8be
C _	 a+Cn	 ,
 per radian
nn
8 pb
^oq)2v
h C =	 8Cn , ^^er radian^^
nr
8 rb
^2vco^
Cn^ BCn, per degree
Cnb
BCn, per radian
a ^ba
C y , BCY, ner degree
G
8^
per second.
at
:._
VI THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Basic Body DescriptionM
N	
Figure 1 shows a drawing of the basic body which was generated
from a parabola of revolution. Cross sections of the parabola of
revolution are indicated by the circles around the various cross
sectional views in figure 1. The canopy was designed to accommodate
one man with adequate landing visibility for a 38-foot long vehicle.
Aft of the canopy the width is sufficient to accommodate two men
a	 side by side. The flat top is of sufficient width to accommodate
stowed landing; aids. In a preliminary layout of this vehicle it
was determined that the center of gravity from weight and balance
considerations would be at approximately 61 percent of the body
length. From this layout -the mays and inertias of a 38-foot length
vehicle were determined and are listed in Appendix A.
Basic Body Aerodynamic Analysis
The theoretical inviscid aerodynamic characteristics of the
basic body was determined by use of a hypersonic arbitrary-body
aerodynamic computer program and high-speed digital computer (refer-
ence 2). The pressure distribution of the body was determined by
computing a pressure coefficient at a point for a given surface
inclination relative to the wind. Approximately 800 body coordinates
were used as inputs to the program for the mathematical definition
8
9of the body.
Newtonian, tangent cone, and oblique- shock aerodynamic theories
were used with the computer program. In the shadowed regions (where
the surface inclination relative to the wind is negative) a Ares-
sure coefficient equal to zero was assumed for all three theories.
Unlike Newtonian theory, the tangent cone and oblique-shock theories
are undefined for the higher of the surface inclination angles
(reference 3). Above this shock detachment angle, a continuous pre y-
sure coefficient distribution was assumed up to the maximum pressure
b	 coefficient. Si;ice only small portions of the body surface vere
in the "detached „ region for this limited angle of attack study,
the accuracy of this pressure coefficient distribution had little
effect on the calculated aerodynamic characteristics.
The theoretical static coefficients of the basic body are
compared in figure 2 with measurements obtained in the Langley
Research Center 22 inch Helium gunnel (W19.1). Newtonian impact
theory predicted ON and CL accurately for the majority of the
angles-of-attack (see figures 2 (a) and (b)). In the low angle-
of-attack range, however, complex flow patterns, possibly includ-
ing flow separation, in the vicinity of the canopy, probably
contributed to the difference betweton theoretical and experimental
values of ON and CL. Since none of the theories account for skin
friction contribution, the predictions for CA were considerably
10
lower than experimental values throughout the angle-of-attack
range.
Although the use of Newtonian theory resulted in good pre-
dictions of CN and trends of CA with angle of attack, apparently
the longitudinal distributions of pressures and elemental normal
forces were slightly in error. The theoretical Cm was somewhat
below the measured values throughout most of the angle-of-attack
range (figure 2 (b)); this difference represents an error in cen-
ter of pressure location of no more than 4 percent of the body length.
Likewise, the theoretical Cy differed somewhat from the measured
values. It is of interest, however, that for the lateral-directional
stability parameters (figure 2 (c)), the trends with angle-of-attack
are predicted.
It may be concluded that, for this particular shaped vehicle,
Newtonian impact theory gives good results for CN and CL. How-
ever, for all other static parameters, the"treto;is may be predicted,
but the magnitudes are somewhat in error. Consequently, in the con-
sideration of stability and control devices, the measured body
aerodynamic characteristics will be used as the reference charact-
eristics. Newtonian impact theory will be used to predict the
aerodynamic characteristics of the stability and control devices.
It is assumed that this combination of basic body data plus New-
tonian impact theory increments will give a good approximation of
the vehicle aerodynamic characteristics.
Handling .dualities Criteria
Investigations have shown that for an aircraft to have acceptable
handling qualities, the lateral-directional response to an aileron con-
trol input must satisy certain eriteria(reference 4). This criteria has
been defined from recent simulator studies for an entry vehicle(refer-
W
ence 5). In reference 5, pilot opinion was correlated to a ) coupling
Wd
parameter and^I. In general, it was concluded that pilot op inion was
op timum when the general three degree of freedom resnr..nse to an aileron
input was reduced to a single.degree resoonse in roll, with no Dutch
rcll excitation. To use
it is necessary to derive
W
Derivation of W^ •-
d
this criteria for hypersonic vehicle design,
W
the	 and 19 (parameters.d
The lateral-directional equations of motion
for a vehicle with a body-fixed axis system (figure 3) and x-z plane of
symmetry are given below (see reference 6):
L = I x3 - Ixzf + gr(I z -Iy) - Ixzpq
N = '`Ixz^ + I zr + pq ( Iy - Ix) + Ixzgr	 (1)
X + mgcoO'sinp = m(V + rU + oW)
	 J
where
V'M = V +UT +A
To simplify the above equations, approoiate approximations will be
made. The assumptions that .are.necessary for simplification are:
1. The products qr and pq are small with respect to other terms.
2. The body axis coincides with the principal axis.
Using assumptions 1 and 2, equation set (1) reduces to:
4a	 J
h h
F I
L - IiX
N - I zf (2)
Y + Pgcosesin(P = m(V + rU + nd) J
For a bcdy-fixed axis system, the free stream velocity comuonets may
be defined in the following manner:
V. = U
	
+ VT + !^`c
U = VOcos[ Cosa
V = V^s!L4 (3 )
,el = V.cc.s[, sins
Assumotion 3: a is constant and I is small, such that
sink P^ V and cos F N 1
With assumption 3, equation set (3) reduces tc
U - V^Cosa
V = Vo (4)
W = V^sina
.'assumption 4:
	
All stability derivatives are linear.
Assumotion 5:	 Lr , L	 , N„ , N- , Y^ , r , and Y	 st ability derivatives
are negligible with respect to the ether stability derivatives.
Using assumption 4 and 5, and equation set (4), equation set (2)
becomes
1
Lnp + LF + Lb 
a 
ba IXp
Yrr + ^^r 4' + Nb aba = I zr
Y, M + mgcosfsinT = m` ^( ^ + rccsa - psina)^
Assumotion 6: The bank angle is restricted to small values, such
that I 
r
Yr (:+>> Imgcosrsin.
(5)
The following are defined
17
R	 t
1
L	 ^
= L
xx
N
Yz _ N
mV,00
Using equation set (6) and assumption (6), equation set (5) reduces to
Loo + L,
	
+ Lbaba
Nrr + N,
	 + Nbaba = r j	 (7)
i
Y,
	
+ rcosa - nsina
r
Rearranging equation set (7)
L `, +	 (Lo )	 -)	 -- -Lbaba
N^ +	 (Nrr - r) = -N I 	 ba (	 )
( YI r	 - ^,-)	 + psina - rcosa	 = C
Assumption 7:
	
All initial conditions are zero.
Taking the Lanlace transform of equation set (8) and applying
assump tion 7, equation set (8) becomes:
L
I
^ ( L O - s)p	 -- -Lbaba
h
N, ^ 014	 - s)	 -r -Nbaba (9)
F
( Y}, K	 - s ) r= °' ♦ Fsina - rcosa	 = 0
Cr, in matTIx frrm:
L (L'	 - s)	 C -Lb	 a1 ab
C	 (Nr - s) p -Nbaba (10
(Y'	 - s)	 sina	 -Cosa r C
^ I n
A+
A
Premulti°)lying equation (10) with the inverse of the square
matrix, egiiation (10) becomes:
c	 -(Nr - s) sin.	 (L,r - s) Cosa
1 (N, I Ccsa + (N I - s) (Y I - s))	 -Li ccsa
o	 ' 	 d.	 I	 r	 .
i
r	 N; sina
(L, I - s) (Nr
 - s)-
i	 I
-L N 1 - s)I
r
Where,
I	 r	 r
0 = -s3 + (L I + N 
r
r + Y
i
) s2 + (L,
r
 sins	 L I NI •- N Cosa
I	 i	 I	 (^	 1	 I	 F	 t	 sl
-L Y - N Y ) s + N L ccsa + N Y, L, - L, N sina
PnF	 r r 	 ^P	 rt, 	 1 r
The desired transfer function is the roll rate to aileron deflection.
Expanding the second equation of (11) and rearranging terms, We obtain
I
r	 2	 I	 I	 r Nb a	 r	 I ILb a ( s - ( Nr + Y ' ) s	 -L r o rr s a + N^ . Cos a 1• .Nry )
^	 Lba	 (l2)
The general form cf equation (12) may be exaressed ass
ro(s2 + 2^ Wrp s + ^)	 (13)
Sa	 (s + l/TR)( s2 + 2^ Wds + W22)
To eliminate any Dutch roll resnense due tc aileron input, the
Dutch roll Poles must be canceled by the numerator zeros. The
conditions fir this tc occur require that
((L,I - s) (Y^ - s) - L,' sina)
aba
-Nb a a
	
(11)
C
(15)
2	 2
I _ Wd
An exnlicit function cf 2Y dwd
 and +^2 can not be determined frfm
equation (12). Hrwever, the equation may be simplified by use rf
aw)rcoiate an roximations.
Assumntic3 n	 s	 ILl' I , IN' l
 
  >> I Y ' l^ 
 p IL 110 ' IN I Ir
?.ssumntien 8 may be ,jiu t.i.fied .from the following rrders r f magnitude,
which were determined from the values in A rrendix A ft}r conditions
r f V^ lc ^* feet ner second and an altitude of 125 ,CM feet.
ELI C 
I
r
NIA
C
(l)
I 
x`,	
-
C (lc -3
L,PI
I	 -.- c(ic-^)
Using the apnroximaticns of Assum;)tion 8, equaticn, (12) reduces tc :
i
L  ( s2 + (-LI
N 
b' accs a + 'Cosa))
	
P	
_	 Lba
	
Ea
	 s(s2 + (-L^sina + 4 Cosa))
Therefrre,
2^TwT- 2^dwd
2	 '	 ' Nb a
WT = N  crsa - Lt, , Cosa
Lba
wd - N cr-sa - L it sin a
r.	 X
W^
The	
ID	
rrunlit g parameter then becr^mes:
d r	 r	 b a
11, crh sa	 cr sa
ba
I	 r
wd t1: ccsa - b sing
r ^
Rearranging and using non-dimentional stability derivatives:
C1
w2 Cn C t
_	 ba
^.	 - D l ° I zd tana
n^.
(1^)
Equation (16) re Fresents the desired result.
,'i^ 11 IT
Derivat'firn r£i -- In referenc.r 7, 	 ' is defined as the raticj
c£ Dutch-roll ccmoonent in T to the one in r , in any particular
transient response. The ratio is indenendent of the forcing function
or initial conditions. It may be evaluated by setting the forcing
functions o r equation (9) tr zero and diviriing by . This yields
Lam_ R.,	 sone is .i c,w:L^^g
^i
( ►fir 's )!-	 (17)
s ins ^' rc4: 5a .^ .^.( 'Yt^ r s!
There are three ocssible ccmbinaticns of equation (17) which will
T
yield the same final solution to ^ - I . Choosing the first equation
in (17) and rearranging we obtain
A
r
P	 ^L
(LP - s)
4•
r
car,
i
6 sLt^Z
Now, one of the Dutch roll roots must be substituted for s. Choosing
S --, dWd	
-7,
wdf1 --:2-1	 (19)
From equation (15) it was Ccund that
r;dWd	 t;!
(2C)i	 I
d - N,. c^o.sa - L I , sina
Equation (1Q) then bpormes
t	 t
s ^ i(r1, cosa - L sina)-	 (21)
t	 ^
Substituting equaticn (21) into (18) we obtain
t
4	 L^^
(22)
i (N I cosa	 L, sina) Ln + (N c( - sa - L k sina)
Using assumotion 8, equation (22) reduces tc
I
-	
K.LE
	 ( 23)
^ t
N crsa L sina
Expressing equation (24) in non-di:n.ensional farm:
1
_ I (24)
C- T Xccsa - sina
l, z
Equation (24) reiresents the desired result.
k
A
l)':'!•wR+n^l.++wrns`ar"mwe.3^`...,: 	 :;:	 .,.	 ^.	 u	 n	 -,	
:.
is	 0
Static Stabilizing, Devices
In order to make the three static moments of the basic body
stable, combinations of flat plates were added in the form of tip
fins, elevons, fillets, and extensions. Newtonian impact theory
was used to predict the aerodynamic contribution from these elements.
The ti p fins were analyzed by the equations presented in reference
8. To determine the dynamic stability derivatives of these devices,
the necessary equations were derived in Appendix B. In the evalu-
ation of lateral-directional handling qualities, equations 16 and
a	
24 were used with data from reference 5.
To provide longitudinal and lateral control ) trailing elevons
were evaluated. Differential deflection of the two elevons pro-
vides roll control. In order to control yaw due to roll control
deflection. the hinge lines were canted and a triangular aft exten-
sion included for elevon attachment. Several devices for providing
directional and lateral stability were evaluated: dorsal fins;
tip fins, combinvtions of dorsal and tip fins, and fillet plus tip
fins. From this study it was determined that no combination of
these stabilizing devices would satisfy the handling qualities cri-
teria throughout the angle-of-attack range. The lateral-directional
stability was therefore optimized at the maximum lift to drag
condition, with the understanding that at other angles-of-attack
some stability augmentation would be required.
19
From the results of calculations of various sizes and orientations
of the tip fins, it was determined that a vertical tip fin toed-in
10° provided the best stability and control at (L/D)max, with a
minimum loss in performance. Details of this fin are shown in
figure 4. To fare the fin to the body, side extensions between
inner fin surface and bottom and side body surface were neces-
sary. As shown in figure 4 the fins were trapezoidal, with a 40
wedge section. The blended fin-body consisted of this tip fin
blended to the body by use of the fin-body fillet (figure /.). The
purpose of this fillet, in addition to providing attachment of the 	 `±
fin to the body, was to provide a positive pitching moment at zero
lift.
The aerodynamics of the vehicle utilizing the above stabili-
zing devices is shown in figures 5 and 6. In figure 5 (a) it can
be seen that the combination of fillet plus tip fins and elevons
provide good trim capability. From the lateral-directional handling
qualities criteria, it is necessary to have relatively large mag-
nitudes of Cno and small magnitudes of CZB. At (L/D)max (a7-100)
figure 5 (b) shows the relative magnitudes of the stability
derivatives which provide optimum handling qualities. Figure 5
(c) shows that a 7.5 percent loss in (L/D)max must be accepted by
using these stability devices. Figure 6 presents the variation in
the lateral directional handling qualities with changes in angle-
of-attack. This parameter has not been considered in design of
20
previous entry vehicles. Because of the unconventionally high
ratio in yaw to roll inertia ratio (14.3) the handling qualities
are extremely sensitive to the magnitude of C Z p. For this vehicle
0
good handling qualities can be attained at a=10 0 , but augmentation
of CZp will be required for other operational angles--of-attack.
Entry Trajectory
For the evaluation of the dynamic characteristics of the vehicle,
a maximum performance trajectory was used. Throughout entry, the
angle-of-attack was held constant at the condition of maximum lift
to drag ratio. Although this trajectory represents the maximum
range condition, a pilot has the capability of varying his range
through,a bank angle modulation. This is the same concept used to
provide Apollo with a variable range capability.
Using the conditions of maximum lift to drag , in Appendix A.
a constant angle of attack trajectory was calculated from an existing
computer program at Langley Research Center. The computations were
started at 100,000 feet altitude and an initial flight path angle
of - 1°. At 100,000 ft. altitude the computations were stopped,
because the vehicle had decelerated into the supersonic flight
regime. A plot of this trajectory is given in figure 7.
Transient Resaonse
As mentioned previously, below 100,000 feet altitude the free
4
stream velocity becomes supersonic. Above 200,000 feet, the dynamic
21
pressure and density are approaching free space conditions. There-
.
fore, the operational range for investigation was selected to be be-
tween 100 0 000 and 200,000 feet altitude. To evaluate the transient
response of the vehicle entering on a maximum performance trajectory,
five points along the trajectory were selected and are shown in
figure 7. At these five points the free stream density was computed
using reference 9.
The transient characteristics of the vehicle were evaluated
using linearized equations of motion similar to those of reference
6. The parameters of interest were the period and the time to damp
M
to one-half amplitude. All of the vehicle characteristics used are
listed in Table I.
Longitudinal.- In figure 8 are presented the characteristics
os the short period mode. It indicates that above 100,000 feet
altitude the transient motion is relatively slow with essentially
no damping. It was found that the Phugoid mode is essentially
negligible. Reference 10 indicates that a pilot should not encounter
longitudinal controllability problems with this system provided
the displacements and angular velocities are kept relatively small.
Lateral-directional.- In figure 9 the characteristics of the
lateral-directional modes are presented. As with short period
t	
mode, the Dutch roll transient motion is relatively slow and es-
sentially undamped. With the two aperiodic roll and spiral modes,
w	 the time to damp to one-half amplitude is of sufficient magnitude,
22
that for practical purposes they are negligible. Reference 5
a	
indicates that with the existing satisfactory handling qualities,
this configuration should pose no lateral-directional controlability
problem.
VII CONCLUDING REMARKS
A theoretical analysis of the static and dynamic characteristics
of an entry vehicle utilizing the decoupled landing concept has been
conducted. This analysis has shown that a hypersonic arbitrary-body
aerodynamic computer program can be used with Newtonian impact theory,
for this class of vehicle, to predict i,'be normal and lift forces with
good accuracy, but the other forces and moments may be somewhat in
error. In the analysis of the static stability devices, a set of tip
fins plus fillet was found that provided stability with good handling
qualities at the maximum performance angle-of-attack. However # devi-
ations from this angle-of-attack condition cause the handling qual-
ities to deteriorate to such an extent that a body alteration or
augmentation of CIP will be required. The analysis of the transient
response showed that the periodic modes were essentially undamped
with long periods above lOO,000 feet 81titude. However, these trans-
ient characteristics should not pose a controllability problem to a
pilot during a limited maneuvering entry.
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IX. APPENDIX
A. Table of Vehicle Characteristics
Used in Dynamic Analysis
I
.
l 38 ft.
b 1C.1 ft.
S 227 £t.
W
159960 lb.
Ix 35CC slug-£t.2
I 50,CCO slug-ft.2
;Y
Iz
50,COO slug-£t.2
ixz 0
a lco
CL 0.112
C D O.C41
CLa C.89 ;per radian
C Da 0.30 her radian
C -C.0201 per radian
Ma
C -0.C71 ner radian
mq
C l -C.CCOCC7 ner degree
C O.00C98 per degree
n^
C -C.0071 ner degree
Yp
C Z -0.0166 per radian
P
r7
cnn
	
-C..CCC48 ,ier radian
C 
Ir	
-C.CCC/+8 ner radian
C	 -C.C66 oer radian
nr
C	 0
nba
c	 -C-,C161 Der radian
I
9
vor --
a
z
17
N
0
28
B.— DerivaUrn of _Uvnamle ,"tability Derivative
Epuatirns Using Newtonian Impact "Theory
A Clat surface is definel in the frllowing manner:
R
The forces and mcments of the flat nlatey in the above figure,
are defined as:
ZF-C%GAS	 ^l)7 ^
^	 (2)aN, - Cc^^'^(xN)
From Newtonian impact theory:
C a = 2cos20 - 2(VT •N) 2	( )
aherep
V00 —wxe
VT = VT
For hyoerscnic velceities, the fcll©wing aoprcximaticn may be made:
T	 V
Substituting equations (4) and (3) into (2):
0M = 2(V • N^ -	 WX_ • N )2	 ^A( xN)	 ()y	 ^	 P
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Differentiating ( 5) with res rfect to a non-dimentinnal roll rate:
r-?b	 b	 VOO
	 VO
2V00
Frr hynersonic vflcviti,es:
ti r	 V
Substituting equation (3) and using the above aonrrximation,
equation (h) reduces to:
^(T,) b^
:then the tkc vectcr areducts are evaluated, resulting x-component is:
^pb1 b ^A (y0n z - z Cny) zccs8	 {^)
%12Vw1
Ncn-dimentionalizing (8), the desired form is:
C to = T(yngcz -- zcny)2cos9AA
In a similar manner the remaining dynamic stability derivatives
may be evaluated, .yielding:
C lr = Cro = 2 (xcny - ycnx)(ycnz - zcny)cosOAA
bS
Cnr = 2 (xcny - ycnx)2cos6AA
b 
Cm
 -- -8(z c xn - & nz)2cos8AA
q	 l0
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Figure 2•- Comparison of basic body theoretical and
experimental aerodynamic characteristics.
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Figure 5• Vehicle trimmed aerodynamic characteristics.
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